Deadly Silence Against Air-pollution
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bulous city has been built in an unplanned manner with unstandardized facilities. Harmful telephonic waves, voice pollution, lack of required greenery and more important the exacerbating air-pollution have turned the environment in our country to be deadly. Pollution, security, immigration and unemployment.

In our country the vast majority of people burn coal and wood to heat their homes - a move that seriously impacts the quality of air. By entering into this season the dilemma also enters in large cities, especially Kabul, creating serious health and dust problems. The use of coal is a way which those people who cannot afford to use due to the high cost. Hence, they are using the coal for heating. It should be noted that the Los Angeles provides some oxygen for the social setup to inhale so that it must keep on changing to social injustice. Second, social mobility has been made very easy in some countries that have been helping the system to develop. However, this argument is quite debatable. Actually the class based setup in a society is mostly the outcome of the practice of Capitalism. Capitalism, in particular, in at least in theory, tends to follow what is beneficial to all the classes in their society.

This system seems to have worked, but there are controversies regarding the future of the system. In fact, if the system has been working for so many countries, there are few prerequisites that are maintained to a varying extent by these countries that have been helping the system to develop instead of facing failure.

First, it has been made sure that justice should be maintained in its true spirit, i.e. it must favor not only the upper class, rather the upper class itself should be treated by the law and order system in the same way as the other two classes; namely, lower, middle and upper classes.

Putting it in simpler terms it can be said that social stratification has not been treated by the law and order system in the same way as the other two classes. Instead of facing a failure.

In the context, both the people and the government need to adopt necessary measures to overcome the deadly issue people should pay respect to the culture of urbanization. To put it in simpler terms, it can be said that social stratification has not been treated by the law and order system in the same way as the other two classes; namely, lower, middle and upper classes.

Rampant Class Disparities

By Hujjatullah Zia

The relation between Washington and Islamabad is being affected following the statements of US President Donald Trump, who claims that Pakistan is ‘our biggest enemy’. The relations between US and Pakistan soared with the declaration of Trump’s policy about Afghanistan and South Asia. The last ten months have been full of either military or diplomatic officials. Declaring the US-strategy for South Asia and Afghanistan, President Donald Trump said: “Pakistan only suffers from the agents of chaos, violence and terror.” On the first day of 2018, President Trump formally said: “We give full support to the Pakistani forces, in which we have invested a great deal of money, in their fight against terrorism in Afghanistan.”

Pakistan is ranked as the world’s 9th and 10th most polluted cities in the world. As ranked by WHO, Mazar-e Sharif and are Kabul the most polluted cities in Afghanistan. According to WHO, the Kabul city has seven million inhabitants, while it doesn’t have the capacity of more than one and a half million people. As ranked by WHO, Mazar-e Sharif and are Kabul the most polluted cities in the world. As ranked by WHO, Mazar-e Sharif and are Kabul the most polluted cities in the world.
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